Double Field Theory (DFT) and Exceptional Field Theory (EFT), collectively called ExFTs, have proven to be a remarkably powerful new framework for string and M-theory. Exceptional field theories were constructed on a case by case basis as often each EFT has its own idiosyncrasies. Intuitively though, an E n−1(n−1) EFT must be contained in an E n(n) ExFT but how this works has been unclear since different EFTs are not related by reductions but by rearranging degrees of freedom. In this paper we propose a generalised Kaluza-Klein ansatz to relate different ExFTs. We then discuss in more detail the different aspects of the relationship between various ExFTs including the coordinates, section condition and (pseudo)-Lagrangian densities. For the E 8(8) EFT we describe a generalisation of the Mukhi -Papageorgakis mechanism to relate the d = 3 topological term in the E 8(8) EFT to a Yang-Mills action in the E 7(7) EFT. i d.s.berman@qmul.ac.uk ii r.otsuki@qmul.ac.uk 1 We have been explicit in specifying the continuous groups as they are not quite the discrete T-and U-duality groups. We shall henceforth drop the R and leave it implicit (see [1] for a discussion of how these dualities appear in ExFTs).
Introduction
Extended Field Theories (ExFT) are a class of theories that realise a manifest local O(D, D, R) symmetry or E n(n) (R) symmetry on an extended spacetime. The former is called Double Field Theory (DFT) whilst the latter is called Exceptional Field Theory (EFT). These symmetries are formed from the local symmetries of the supergravity fields (i.e. conventional diffeomorphisms and p-form gauge transformations) and are repackaged into a generalised diffeomorphism that is generated, in analogy with GR, by a generalised Lie derivative acting on this extended spacetime. Its action may be described as a conventional Lie derivative modified by a Y -tensor, built from group invariants. This Y -tensor also plays a role in a consistency constraint on ExFTs called the section condition that we shall describe in more detail later.
For example, the local symmetries of DFT are constructed from the gauge transformations of the metric and the Kalb-Ramond 2-form (namely diffeomorphisms and 1-form gauge transformations) which, together, generate an O(D, D, R) transformation 1 that acts linearly on a doubled spacetime. The theory is then specified by a 2-derivative action that is constructed from terms invariant under generalised diffeomorphisms and whose on-shell degrees of freedom are parametrised by the supergravity fields. See [2] [3] [4] for reviews on DFT.
EFT has an added complexity over DFT since we distinguish between an 'internal' and 'external' space that necessitates a tensor hierarchy of gauge fields and a covariantisation with respect to both internal (generalised) diffeomorphisms and external (conventional) diffeomorphisms. The details are rather more involved than DFT and we refer the reader to the original papers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] for the details. We shall introduce the relevant details of each theory in the main text as needed. In particular, we shall restrict our discussion to the finite-dimensional cases 2 .
Thus far, the literature on relationship between ExFTs has remained rather sparse. Previous work in this area has generally focused on DFT-to-DFT reductions such as in gauged DFT (GDFT) [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , which realised that one could produce DFTs with gauge deformations by a Scherk-Schwarz reduction of an ungauged DFT, or the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the DFT generalised metric. A key exception is [20] which considered the reduction from the SL(5) extended field theory of [21] to O(3, 3) DFT 3 . This was not for the full exceptional field theory but just for the extended space and did not consider alternative reductions. In this paper, we extend these works by examining a host of EFT-to-EFT reductions.
Whilst each EFT is constructed in the same way each theory nevertheless ends up with rather distinct features, necessitating that EFT-to-EFT reductions be treated on a case-by-case basis. This is in contrast to DFT where one simply needs to know the dimension, D for the relevant O(D, D) group and everything else (the action, section condition, generalised Lie derivative etc.) is identical. For example, E 7 (7) EFT comes with a generalised Yang-Mills term in the action, a self-duality constraint on the generalised field strength and a symplectic structure ΩMN , none of which have an obvious origin in E 8(8) EFT. Additionally, the Y -tensor in E 8 (8) EFT is not sufficient to close the generalised diffeomorphisms, requiring an extra gauge transformation to ensure closure and it is not obvious what happens to this extra gauge transformation if we reduce to E 7 (7) EFT. Other examples of quirks of EFTs include the reducible coordinate representation of SL(2) × R + EFT or the product group of n = 3 EFT.
We begin in Section 2 by laying out the relevant aspects of EFTs and setting up the notation that we use. In Section 3, we introduce and give some motivation for the non-standard generalised Kaluza-Klein ansatz by first reducing the DFT generalised metric in a particular manner before moving on to reducing the SL(5) EFT generalised metric. In this second example, we shall describe how both the SL(3) × SL(2) EFT and O(3, 3) DFT generalised metric can both be obtained from the same reduction of the SL(5) generalised metric. We close that section by reducing a simplified E 8(8) generalised metric by first reducing the extended coordinates. We use this example to highlight some of the difficulties one faces in reducing larger generalised metrics.
In Section 4 we consider the reduction of the section condition for both E 8 (8) and SL(5) EFTs. We use the former to illustrate an explicit reduction of the Y -tensor and generalised Lie derivative. The reduction of the SL(5) theory is used to exhibit how there are alternative reductions to both SL(3) × SL (2) and O (3, 3) theories which is, of course, equivalent to showing how the reductions are linked via the choices of the section condition in the higher dimensional EFT.
In Section 5, we shall discuss how the Yang-Mills term of E 7 (7) EFT can be obtained from the superficially different BF term of E 8(8) EFT. This uses a generalised version of the mechanism described by Mukhi and Papageorgakis [23] in the context of Bagger-Lambert theory for converting scalar-Chern-Simons theory into a Yang-Mills theory while absorbing scalar degrees of freedom.
We end in Section 6 with a discussion of the results obtained and possible further work in this area.
Preliminaries and Notation
Throughout this paper, an EFT-to-EFT reduction should be understood as a spontaneous symmetry breaking from an E n(n) EFT to an E n−1(n−1) EFT when there is a generalised isometry present. Note that the further we compactify down from eleven dimensions, the larger the exceptional group becomes and so the usual Kaluza-Klein reduction in supergravity yields an increase in the dimension of the exceptional group which is made manifest in the reduced theory. Here, we are going in the opposite direction and spontaneously breaking the exceptional group to a subgroup. In this paper, wherever we need to differentiate between two EFTs, we shall refer to the larger ExFT (the theory with the larger groupĜ, though smaller external space) as the 'parent' theory and adorn all objects/indices in that ExFT with hats ( ) to distinguish them from the analogous structure in the 'child' theory (whose associated group we denote as G ⊂Ĝ). However, when we speak in generality (as we shall for this section) we shall drop any hats to prevent cluttering the formulae. Hopefully, there should be no ambiguity in doing so.
We begin our description of EFTs by first splitting the 11 coordinates into d 'external coordinates' and n = 11 − d 'internal coordinates'. All of the local transformations of the supergravity fields of 11-dimensional supergravity, compactified on T n , (namely diffeomorphisms and p-form gauge transformations) collectively generate a hidden local G = E n(n) action and we wish to construct a theory that makes this local symmetry manifest.
We linearly realise the action of G by extending the internal coordinates y m to a set of extended coordinates Y M where M = 1, . . . , dim R1 and R1 is a particular representation (which we call the coordinate representation) of G. When these extra coordinates are taken to be toroidal, they can be interpreted as dual to the wrapping modes of the branes of M-theory. Upon this extended spacetime, we define a generalised Lie derivative which generates these generalised diffeomorphisms. Its action on a generalised vector V M (of weight λV ) is taken to be of the form 4
which can be loosely thought of as a modification of a Lie derivative (the first two terms) by a Y -tensor that is formed from G-invariants. Additionally, the weight term is modified by an extra universal weight ω = − 1 9−n . Unlike the conventional Lie derivative, we require a closure constraint of the form
is called the E-bracket and is the antisymmetric part of the generalised Lie derivative (note that unlike the conventional Lie derivative, the generalised Lie derivative does not have a definite symmetry). This imposes constraints on the Y -tensor and, together with requiring G-invariance, fixes the form of the Ytensor uniquely. These have been worked out for all the finite cases 5 3 ≤ n ≤ 8 in [10, 11, 24] . Additionally, closure requires we impose the following section constraint
where the notation above is understood to mean that the partial derivatives act either on the same field or different fields. There are only two inequivalent solutions (up to G-transformations) to the section condition, namely the M-theory solution and the Type IIB solution. Note that Type IIA naturally appears from the former upon assuming an extra isometry. The fields of the theory are
MMN is a generalised metric parametrising the coset G/H (where H is the maximal compact subgroup of G) and is usually given in terms of the supergravity fields in a Borel gauge. Additionally, gµν is a metric on the external space and Aµ M is the first level of a tensor hierarchy that is to be modified by higher degree p-form fields (represented by the ellipsis) as required. The latter acts as a gauge field for the generalised Lie derivative. The dynamics of the EFT are constructed from terms that are invariant under both the (internal) generalised diffeomorphisms and external (conventional) diffeomorphisms and requiring reduction to the action of 11-dimensional supergravity upon imposing the section constraint. DFT is comparatively simpler 6 ; the entire spacetime is doubled to fit a R1 = 2D representation of G = O(D, D). There is no 'external space' to speak of and so we require neither an external metric nor a tensor hierarchy of generalised gauge fields. Consequently, the only dynamical fields are a generalised metric MMN , parametrising the coset O(D, D)/(O(D) × O(D)) in terms of g and B (2) , and the DFT dilaton d that is related to the supergravity dilaton ϕ by a shift. The action is again constructed as the unique, 2-derivative, O(D, D)-invariant action that reduces to the action of Type II supergravity upon solving the section condition. The generalised Lie derivative is also simpler; the Y -tensor is symmetric in both its upper and lower indices, given in terms of the O(D, D) structure η as Y M N P Q = η M N ηP Q, and there is no universal weight in DFT. Additionally, there is only one inequivalent solution to the DFT section condition.
Reduction of the Generalised Metric
The generalised metric of any ExFT is a representative of the coset G/H and encodes the scalar degrees of freedom of the theory. The form of the generalised metric depends on the theory but the generalised metric for each EFT (in a Borel gauge) has been known for a while and can be found in [27, 28] .
Here, we shall consider two cases; a reduction of the DFT generalised metric and the reduction of the SL(5) generalised metric. The first will be useful as an illustrative example of what a reduction may look like in ExFT and agrees with previous results in the area. We will then explicitly reduce the SL(5) generalised metric and show how both the O(3, 3) generalised metric and the SL(3) × SL(2) generalised metric can both be obtained from the same circle reduction, just with different reduction ansatzes. The reduction to the O(3, 3) DFT matches that described in [20, 29, 30] . where we have now decomposed the indexm tom = (µ, m) with ranges µ = 1, . . . , d and m = 1, . . . , n such that d + n = D. One finds that this can be reorganised into a generalised Kaluza-Klein ansatz for MMN according toMMN
(3.9)
The new indices are DFT-type doubled indices given by M = (µ, µ ), A = (m, m ). In effect, we have split the parent DFT coordinates into two sets of doubled coordinatesŶM = (Y M , Y A ) for which we recognise MMN as a generalised metric on the Y M space (constructed from a metric e 2αφ gµν and 2form Bµν + Aµ m Bmν ) and GAB as a generalised metric on the Y A space (itself constructed from a metric e 2βφ gmn and 2-form Bmn). Finally, A and B take on the roles of generalised Kaluza-Klein vectors, though not in the standard form (3.2) but rather in a manner that treats the internal DFT and external DFT on an equal footing (3.5) by introducing extra B-twisted terms. As such, we shall refer to this type of ansatz as a generalised Kaluza-Klein ansatz. We shall comment on this again when we consider the reduction of the SL(5) the generalised metric next. Note that if we split the indices of the O(D, D) structure in the same way, we obtain
Then the generalised Kaluza-Klein vectors can be related to each other as 12) and it is then tempting to write this in term of the Y-tensor as follows: . In order to invert this generalised KK ansatz, we note that we may diagonalise the matrixMMN as follows:MPQ
(3.16)
We then proceed by noting that the combinations A A M B M B and BA M AM B both vanish such that the inverses ofÂMP andÂNQ are given by
The inverse of the generalised KK ansatz is then given bŷ
The parametrisation that we obtain here matches the one obtained in [31] , in which they constructed a tensor hierarchy for DFT (essentially enhancing it to a full EFT with group O(D, D)) which, in turn, was found to be consistent with results from the heterotic theory. We have also constructed the second generalised metric explicitly. So as to compare our results with those in the literature we write their generalised vector as, Aµ A [HS] in terms of the fields here as . The crucial difference between these two constructions is the location of the isometries. In the canonical Kaluza-Klein set-up, one must take the internal space (with coordinates Y m ) to be an isometry such that all the fields transform covariantly under the symmetries of the reduced theory. When lifting this ansatz to the doubled spacetime, one must presumably require the entire doubled space Y A = (Y m , Ym) to be an isometry such that any DFT frame will have the same number of isometries. However, this differs from the coordinate dependence of [31] where the fields are allowed to depend on (translating into our notation) Y m and Ym.
Reduction of the SL(5) Generalised Metric
We now turn to the reduction of theĜ = SL(5) generalised metric which is given bŷ
whereĝmn ,pq = 1 2 (ĝmpĝqn −ĝmqĝpn) andm,n = 1, . . . , 4 such thatM = 1, . . . , 10. We consider the reduction of this metric to the generalised metric of both O(3, 3) DFT and SL(3) × SL(2) EFT. The first of these was explored in [20] . Here we give an equivalent description that facilitates the comparison with the reduction to the SL(3) × SL(2) generalised metric.
We split the indexm = (m, z) with m = 1, 2, 3 for the KK ansatẑ gmn = e 2αφ gmn + e 2βφ AmAn e 2βφ Am e 2βφ An e 2βφ , (3.23)
24)
which induces the reduction of the SL(5) generalised metriĉ
Bpq + e 2βφ Am (3.28) 
We now have two possible reductions, depending on which components we choose to form the reduced generalised metric from 7 . In the following, the components that enter intoMMN andMAB in the reduced theory are boxed in red and green respectively. For SL(5) → SL(3) × SL(2) we choosê
In both cases we have suppressed the components that enter into the off-diagonal pieces but they should hopefully be clear from the above: each piece takes one component from each quadrant ofMMN . We shall use the indices M, N to index the coordinate representation of the reduced theory and A, B to index the remaining coordinates. For the SL(3) × SL(2) reduction, we have
SL(5) EFT to SL(3) × SL(2) EFT Reduction
We begin by rescaling the whole SL(5) generalised metricMMN byĝ φ to obtain a determinant 1 generalised metric. From (3.43), we rearrange the components of the SL(5) generalised metric into blocks that expose the underlying structure that will become apparant in a moment:
where we have definedC
We can make the group structure more explicit by defining dual coordinates Ym := ε mn 1 n 2 Yn 1 n 2 , (3.50) wherem = 1, 2, 3 indexes a distinct 3 of SL(3) to the first one that we indexed by m = 1, 2, 3 (and we have thus adorned with an overbar to distinguish the two) but that is raised and lowered with the same 3-dimensional metric such that gmn = gmn = gmn = gmn, in the same way that g m 1 m 2 ,n 1 n 2 contains the same metric degrees of freedom as gmn. In terms of these coordinates, we havê
Note that we have used the fact thatCmnp :
In particular, we find
by taking the trace, givingCmnp =Cǫmnp. Under the above splitting, we can rewrite the SL(5) generalised metric in the same generalised KK ansatz as the DFT case (3.5)
Note that both A and B do not contain metric degrees of freedom as required. In particular B is defined with the alternating symbol ε without reference to the metric determinant. As in the DFT case, we have that A A M B M B = BA M AM B = 0 and so the inverse reduction ansatz is given by (3.19 ) except with MMN → e 2Aφ MMN and GAB → e 2Bφ GAB.
To demonstrate that MMN is indeed the SL(3) × SL(2) generalised metric, we define objects upon which the SL(2) action is manifest:
Note that, like B (though unlikeC), the scalar C (0) = 1 √ 2·3! ε mnp Cmnp is also defined with the alternating symbol and so does not include the metric degree of freedom thatC included; it is an independent degree of freedom from the metric determinant, as required. Then,
In this form, it is clear that the generalised metric can be factorised into an SL(3) component and an SL(2) component as MMN = Mmn ⊗ M αβ . As in the usual KK ansatz, we have the freedom to fix α to a convenient value. One way to fix it would be to require that we reduce to a generalised metric that also has determinant 1. For the SL(3) 'generalised metric' on the coordinate representation R1 = 3 (which is really just the usual 3-dimensional metric), this occurs for Mmn = g − 1 3 gmn from which
The other constant β can be fixed in the same way as the conventional Kaluza-Klein theory, namely by a choice of frame (by which we mean choice of Weyl scaling to give the string or Einstein frame of the theory). To simplify the following analysis, we take Cmnp = Bmn = 0 which implies
One of the terms in the SL(5) potential is
In particular, the first term contributes to an additional Maxwell term that appears in addition to the SL(3) × SL(2) potential. Taking into account the fact that the SL(3) × SL(2) potential comes with the scaling
one sees that the potential and new Maxwell terms have a relative scaling (up to constant factors) of ge 2(A−B)φ = ge −2(α−β)φ which can be fixed to land on any frame that one may wish by an appropriate choice of β.
SL(5) EFT to O(3, 3) DFT Reduction
As in [20] the reduction to the O(3, 3) DFT generalised metric, in accordance with (3.44), is: Aν 
, (3.78)
,
81)
we can rewrite the SL(5) generalised metric aŝ
which is the doubled KK ansatz [20] . Like the conventional KK ansatz, this can be understood as a particular case of the generalised KK ansatz given by (3.56) . One may verify that the pieces of the SL (5) Y -tensor that would have entered into the B-twisted terms under this reduction happen to vanish and so the reduction of the generalised KK ansatz to this doubled KK anstz in this case is non-trivial. We note that the appearance of the Y -tensor in the generalised KK ansatz may be justified as follows: in the Kaluza-Klein reduction ansatz, the reduced fields are required to transform under the symmetries of the lower dimensional theory. In ExFTs, these must include the lower-dimensional (generalised) diffeomorphisms and so any appearance of the Y -tensor in the reduction ansatz could come about as a compensatory term to ensure the fields transform correctly.
Some notes on the Reduction of Larger Generalised Metrics
Larger generalised metrics are much more difficult to reduce in full; for E 6(6) and upwards it also contains the 6-form that couples electrically to the M5 whilst for E 8(8) , it further contains the dual graviton as propagating degrees of freedom. It is evident that reductions from E 6(6) to SO(5, 5) and E 8(8) to E 7 (7) must somehow exclude the 6-form and dual graviton respectively from the reduced generalised metric.
Additionally, the generalised metric grows with the coordinate representation. In particular this means that the number of blocks appearing in the generalised metric also grows; for E 7 (7) , the R1 = 56 decomposed under GL(7) to 7 ⊕ 21 ⊕ 21 ⊕ 7 produces 4 × 4 block matrices and so it is not clear whether even the generalised KK ansatz (3.5) is sufficient. The case for E 8(8) is even worse with R1 = 248. Setting all internal potentials to zero for simplicity, the generalised metric for E 8(8) (which we have rescaled to give determinant 1) when decomposed under GL(8) takes the form for the metrics on the antisymmetric representations. In principal, one could try the brute-force approach from the previous section and reduce the 8-dimensional internal metric under the standard circle reduction ansatz (3.23) . The antisymmetrised metrics in this case are given bŷ
It is simple to check thatĝm 1m2 ,n 1n2 andĝm 1m2m3 ,n 1n2n3 given above are indeed the inverses ofĝm 1m2 ,n 1n2 andĝm 1m2m3 ,n 1n2n3 respectively if we account for the fact that the contraction of the decomposed indices requires the contraction conventionŝ
Then, under these conventions, one may verify that
(3.97) However, the adjoint block diag[ĝm 1n1ĝm 2n2 − 1 8 δm 1 m 2 δn 1 n 2 , 1] becomes troublesome as it contributes more off-diagonal terms than the SL(5) case and it is not clear what the appropriate ansatz should be in this case. As the generalised metric becomes more cumbersome it may be more efficient to consider the reduction of the generators or generalised coordinates for a qualitative picture of the reduction instead. Returning to the E 8 (8) 
Under GL (8), each of the representations in (3.98) decompose as
whilst the generators break down according to
Associating the index structures above to each representation , we see that the E 8(8) coordinates in this notation areŶM
which is the familiar decomposition of E 8 (8) where each set of coordinates correspond to the usual coordinates and the wrappings modes 8 of the M2, M5, KK6, 5 3 , 2 6 and 0 (1, 7) branes. Note that the last few objects, which may be less familiar to the reader, are exotic branes-highly non-perturbative objects that include concrete realisations of Hull's T-folds and U-folds (which can still be described geometrically, although only locally since they require duality transformations to glue together local patches) as well as objects that cannot be described geomerically even on local patches. We shall not describe such objects in any more detail but refer the reader to [33, 35, 36] for a description of such objects within string theory. Additionally, there is a growing body of work describing such objects including explicit constructions of such solutions in ExFT, worldvolume actions for exotic 5-branes and the classification of the mixed-symmetry potentials that they couple to [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
We shall determine which components of the E 8(8) generalised metric enter into the E 7(7) generalised metric by determining how these coordinates fall into into E 7 (7) representations. In order to do so, we consider the decomposition of the SL(9) generators under another maximal subgroup GL(7) × SL(2) as a stepping stone to reconstructing full E 7 (7) representations. The relevant decompositions are we may reconstruct full E 7 (7) representations from those appearing in (3.104a) by the SL (2) representations that appear here:
(133, 1)
Note, in particular, the doublet of 56 representations; E 8(8) is large enough to contain two copies of the fundamental representation of E 7 (7) . If we denote the generators of E 7 (7) , decomposed under GL(7) × SL(2), as 
110c)
The ranges of the indices should hopefully be self-evident: α = 1, . . . , 133 indexes the adjoint representation of E 7 (7) , M andM index distinct 56-dimensional representations and (♯, ♮, ♭) denote an SL(2) triplet of E 7(7) singlets. To each of these generators, we assign coordinates with the same index structure in the usual fashion e.g. Ym 1 is associated to Zm 1 89 etc. The above data is now sufficient to reconstruct all of the E 7 (7) coordinates from the E 8 (8) coordinates. Since we can trace the origin of the E 7 (7) generators back to those of E 8(8) e.g. Em9 (associated to Ym9) descends from E m 9 (associated to Y m 9, or the usual coordinates), we may disentangle the two sets of E 7 (7) generalised coordinates Y M and YM by demanding that the geometric wrapping modes of E 7 (7) descend from the geometric wrapping modes of E 8(8) . This gives (note the mixing of 8 and 9 indices) 9 :
from usual coordinates Ym 1m2 9 from M2 Ym 1m2 8 from M5 Y 8m from KK6
(3.112)
YM :
The remaining E 7 (7) coordinates are formed from the following components on the E 8(8) side:
Actually, from an earlier footnote on the E 8(8) coordinates, Ym8 and Y 8 8 may need to be identified with the duals of the wrapping modes of non-supersymmetric branes. With this, we see that one of the copies of the 56 coordinates descends from the geometric sector of E 8(8) whilst the other descends from the non-geometric sector of E 8 (8) . From here, it is simple to reconstruct the decomposition of the simplified generalised metric (3.83), if one so wished. However, this alone will not allow us to reduce the full generalised metric (with non-vanishing internal potentials); the brute force method remains the most direct, though troublesome, method to reduce it.
We end with a remark on how such a full reduction may still house new ideas. In the SL(5) case we saw that different ways of identifying the components that enter into the generalised metric of the reduced theory gave rise to reductions to distinct theories. For each E n(n) EFT, one should be able to reduce to at least the E n−1(n−1) EFT as well as the O(n − 1, n − 1) DFT. However, as the size of the generalised metric (as well as the complexity of the reduction ansatz) increases, there is more freedom in how we may pick out the components that enter into the reduced generalised metric. It may then be possible that there exists more choices than the two we have highlighted that lead to reductions to theories that have not yet been studied in the literature, particularly if we do not restrict ourselves to circle reductions as we have done here.
Reduction of the section condition
We now consider how the section condition for a given ExFT reduces. We shall consider the reduction of the E 8 (8) EFT section condition to the E 7 (7) section condition in detail by an explicit reduction of the Y -tensor. We shall be more schematic in the reduction of the SL(5) section condition but shall reduce it to both the SL(3) × SL(2) and O(3, 3) section conditions. 9 For the exotic branes, we may identify the branes by dualising in 8 dimensions and/or adding full sets of antisymmetric indices [m 1 . . .m 7 8] (note that the index 9 may be dropped as it is just a relic of the decomposition we took): In reducing between EFTs, it quickly becomes clear that we need a consistent set of conventions for both theories that will allow us to reduce one to the other. However, the conventions presented in [5] (whilst, of course, internally consistent) are found to be incompatible with those of [6] and so we shall have to modify the conventions of both to conform to a consistent set of rules. In particular, we shall adopt the conventions of [49, 50] which give compatible reductions of the exceptional structure. We first set up some notation speaking first in generality and then restricting to the cases of interest later. Let the structure constants of an algebra g be defined through the commutation relations of the generators in the representation R:
where α, β, γ = 1, . . . , dim g are adjoint indices and M, N = 1, . . . , dim R denote the indices of some representation R of g, which may or may not also be the adjoint representation. The Killing form, with the canonical scaling, is defined asκ
where C adj. is the quadratic Casimir in the adjoint representation. The quadratic Casimir of a representation R is defined through the inverse Killing form and generators t α in R as
However, rather than work with the Killing form itself, we shall define the rescaled bilinear invariant
Taking the trace of (4.3), we obtain
and so we see that the rescaled and canonical Killing forms are related by
It is then easy to check that the inverse rescaled Killing form satisfies
We thus end up with
and we shall use this rescaled Killing-form (henceforth referred to as just 'the Killing form') to raise and lower adjoint indices. Finally, we introduce the Dynkin index of a representation R as
In the case that R is the adjoint representation, the Dynkin index of the adjoint representation I adj. coincides with the dual Coxeter number g ∨ and so we obtain
As a consequence of this normalisation, we end up with the orthogonality of the structure constants
For our purposes, we are interested in adj. = R = 248 for E 8(8) and adj. = 133, R = 56 for E 7 (7) which have g ∨ (E 8(8) ) = 30, I248 = 30 g ∨ (E 7(7) ) = 18, I56 = 6 . For this section, we shall useM ,N = 1, . . . , 248 and α, β = 1, . . . , 133 to index the adjoint representations of E 8 (8) and E 7 (7) respectively and M, N = 1, . . . , 56 to index the coordinate representation of E 7 (7) . We define the following Killing forms for E 8(8) and E 7 (7) respectively (adorning hats on E 8(8) objects). κMN = fMPQfNQP (4.13)
Before we continue, we make a note on differing conventions in the literature. In the original E 8(8) EFT paper [5] , the authors define which is the same convention as that used in [49] . Since both E 8 (8) and E 7 (7) possess invariants with which to identify R and R, we shall define our projectors to act on R ⊗ R with the following conventions:
Then, we require
Since the normalisation of the generators have the same sign but the projector differs from [5] by a sign (when we identify their P 248 MKNL with ourκMŜ P 248 ŜKNTκTL ) we must compensate by introducing a minus sign for every instance ofP248 such as in the generalised Lie derivative (4.44). Note, however, that we do not need to introduce a minus sign forP3875. We also note the conventions of [51] which is closer to ours and differs only by the scaling of the generators. In our conventions, the projectors onto various irreps of E 8 (8) within 248 ⊗ 248 are given by P 
Simple computations will verify that each of these square to themselves and project onto spaces of the correct dimensions. However, showing thatP3875 andP27000 square to themselves will require the use of the identitŷ we see that the projectors further obey the completeness relations
and that the sum of all these projectors gives the identity on 248 ⊗ 248, namely δM K δN L . Finally, the relation betweenP248 andP3875 is modified to
as may be verified by using the Jacobi identitŷ
For E 7 (7) , our normalisation agrees with [6] but our choice of adjoint projector again differs by a sign:
are the generators of E 7 (7) and ΩMN is the invariant symplectic form 10 . Thus, as in the E 8(8) case, we need to introduce a sign into every instance of P133. Note, however, that the normalisation of the generators is still the same and follows from (4.7):
In our conventions, the projectors of E 7 (7) onto irreps in 56 ⊗ 56 are
As before, these may be verified to square to themselves and project onto spaces of the correct dimension. Analogous to the E with their sum giving the identity δ M K δ N L on 56 ⊗ 56. Finally, since our normalisation of the generators is the same as [6] , we still have the relation
In the conventions that we employ, the generalised Lie derivative of the E 8 (8) and E 7 (7) EFT arê
where we have further modified the definition ofΣ to take into account the difference in normalisation of the structure constants in E 8 (8) . Here,ΣM is a parameter for an extra gauge transformation, not present in other ExFTs, that is required for the generalised Lie derivative to close appropriately. It is a constrained parameter (in the sense that it is treated in the same way as a derivative with respect to the 10 Our conventions for contractions with the symplectic form are the standard in the literature:
with normalisation Ω M K Ω NK = δ M N section condition) and appears to be a common feature of 3-dimensional ExFTs, appearing in [5, 52, 53] .
In this form, we may read off the Y -tensor in these conventions aŝ
We choose to break the E 8 (8) generalised coordinates under E 7(7) × SL(2) according to 11
Then, with the normalisation that we employ, the E 8(8) Killing form breaks under E 7 (7) according tô
where gij = −δij is the SL(2) Killing form (taken to be negative-definite 12 ) that raises and lowers SL(2) adjoint indices and ε ab is the SL(2) invariant (i.e. i, j = 1, 2, 3 and a, b, = 1, 2). Here, κ αβ is the Killing form on E 7 (7) with the scaling defined above. The E 8(8) structure constants consistent with this Killing form arefMNK
Here, the Di are the representation matrices of the 3 of SL(2) which we take to be anti-Hermitian Pauli matrices
We may also identify the adjoint representation as the symmetric representation via the relation
We are now ready to reduce the generalised Lie derivative (4.44). Our ansatz for the reduction is to break the SL(2) covariance by selectingŶ M 1 ≡ Y M to be our E 7 (7) extended coordinates, and applying the following:∂ 
Upon setting a = b = c = d = 1 (i.e. restricting entirely to the E 7(7) section), the last term drops out and we see that the reduction of the adjoint projector of E 8(8) yields the adjoint projector in E 7 (7) as well as an extra δδ term:
(4.62)
The generalised Lie derivative then reduces aŝ
In particular, all terms involving the extra gauge parameterΣ automatically drop out under our ansatz. We thus recover the E 7 (7) generalised Lie derivative, where the weight under the E 7 (7) generalised Lie derivative is identified with a shift of the weight under the E 8(8) generalised diffeomorphisms: 
In this picture, we thus obtain a transfer of weight from the universal weight to the weight of V such that the effective weight in the two theories remains the same:
Recall that the generalised gauge field that forms the starting point of the rather intricate tensor hierarchy has an effective weight of 0 in both theories. The fact that this is not disturbed in this reduction is perhaps to be expected.
For completeness, we note the following restrictions to the (56, 2) piece of the E 8(8) projectors:
Ld .
(4.75)
Note that the (anti-)symmetrisation of the composite indices M a is given by
(4.77)
The sum of the relevant projectors then still satisfy We now look in more detail at the E 8 (8) section constraints (which is typically viewed as the vanishing of some other representation R2 ⊂ R1 ⊗ R1)
whereĈM ,Ĉ ′M ∈ {∂M ,B µM ,ΣM ,ĈμνMN , . . .} are covariantly constrained objects. However, since the projectors do not reduce exactly (e.g. in (4.62)), it is much more convenient to consider the section constraint in terms of the Y -tensor which does reduce exactly (4.66). We thus consider the combination
Substituting in the explicit forms of the projectors, the section constraints read
The E 7 (7) analogue of (4.80) is
which can equivalently be obtained from the Y -tensor:
Expanding each of these in terms of invariants, the section condition for E 7 (7) EFT reads
We now expand each of the E 8 (8) constraints to explicitly verify that they reduce to the E 7(7) section constraints. The only non-trivial constraint obtainable from the first of the E 8 (8) constraints, under the ansatz that only∂M1 = 0, is
which always vanishes and is thus vacuous on the E 7 (7) section. Looking at (4.53), the only two nonvanishing structure constants givê
The first is, again, vacuous but the second gives one of the E 7(7) section constraints Of particular interest here is that the maximal subgroup of E 8 (8) has an additional SL(2) symmetry over the E 7 (7) symmetry that is made manifest in the usual EFT. In particular, we have an SL(2) doublet worth of E 7 (7) coordinate representations inside the 248 of E 8 (8) . In reducing the section constraints above, we explicitly broke the SL(2) covariance and choseŶ M 1 ≡ Y M to be the E 7 (7) extended coordinates. However, this choice was entirely arbitrary; we could equally have chosenŶ M 2 ≡ YM (in the notation of Section 3.3) to be the E 7 (7) extended coordinates instead. More generally, we could have chosen a = 1 to be the extended coordinates on one local patch and a = 2 to be the extended coordinates on another local patch such that we require an SL(2) transformation to patch the two together in a manner reminiscent of the T-and U-folds of Hull. However, the interpretation of such configurations from the E 7 (7) perspective is not clear. It is not a non-geometric configuration of the sort that has been previously studied in the literature since the patching SL(2) transformation is not even a G-transformation and is thus not generated by the local symmetries of the supergravity fields. These may be considered as examples of 'truly' non-geometric backgrounds, of the sort hypothesised in [39, 40] and in much earlier works such as [54] , in the sense that they cannot be related to any geometric configurations by duality transformations.
SL(5) EFT to SL(3) × SL(2) EFT and O(3, 3) DFT
We begin with the SL(5) section constraint
where we have used the fact that the R1 = 10 indices can be written in terms of the 5-dimensional indicesm 1 = 1, . . . , 5 as an antisymmetric pairM = [m 1m2 ]. It is well-known that the section condition has only two inequivalent solutions; the so-called M-theory section and the Type IIB section. These are solutions in the sense that they give rise to theories with no further constraints. Here, we consider the SL(3) × SL(2) and O(3, 3) ExFTs as arising from partial solutions to the section conditions; choices of dropped coordinate dependences that give rise to theories with residual constraints. These come in two classes. The first are obtained from imposing only a subset of the constraints that solve the section condition in the usual manner and these are expected to give the section conditions of the lower-dimensional EFTs. The SL(5) → SL(3) × SL(2) reduction falls under this category. Further imposing the M-theory or Type IIB sections of the child ExFT should yield the M-theory or the Type IIB solutions of the child theory; this partial solution should be extensible to a full solution of the parent ExFT's section constraint. The second is a partial solution that cannot be extended to a full M-theory or Type IIB solution in the manner described above. Whilst it may sound like this in conflict with the usual narrative that there are only two inequivalent solutions, we emphasise that this is not the case since it is not a full solution of the section condition. The SL(5) → O(3, 3) reduction is an example of such a reduction.
We begin with a brief description of the usual story. For the M-theory section, we decompose SL(5) under GL(4) according to It is then easy to see that these are solved by dropping all coordinate dependences on the membrane wrapping coordinates ∂m 1m2 ∼ ∂n 1n2 = 0 → M-theory . For the Type IIB section, we instead decompose SL(5) under SL(3) × SL(2) as
The index splittingm = (m, α) induces the decomposition of the generalised coordinateŝ
where m = 1, 2, 3 and α = 4, 5, and the decomposition of the section condition δ m 1 m 2 n 1 The IIB section is then given by the choice We stress that, despite yielding a 3-dimensional section, this is not obtainable from the Type IIB solution since the usual coordinates of the DFT descend wholly from the usual coordinates of the M-theory section (recall that a Type IIB section shares two coordinates with the M-theory section but takes a third coordinate from the membrane wrapping directions). However, nor should it be thought of as a Type IIA 'section', since it was constructed as an independent (partial) solution to the M-theory section. It is perhaps better thought of an independent path through which one can obtain the Type IIA theory from the SL(5) theory. The SL(3) × SL(2) section condition can be recovered from a similar analysis applied to the alternate splitting (4.103). Rather than taking the solution that gives the Type IIB section (4.104), if we instead choose to set ∂m 1 m 2 = 0 (4.109) then the only non-trivial remaining constraint is
which is the SL(3) × SL(2) section condition. We have summarised the ways that one obtains the various theories that we discussed above in Table 1 . We mention a couple of things to note. Firstly, since we obtained the SL(3) × SL(2) generalised metric from a KK reduction, we should further impose the KK isometry ∂ αβ = 0. However, since this is independent of the section constraint, we have not listed this in the table. Additionally, the table is not exhaustive; a circle reduction of the generalised metric in the Type IIB parametrisation is also likely to give further partial solutions that we have not discussed here but we expect that their respective section conditions can be recovered in an analogous fashion. However, in the absence of such explicit calculations, it is not clear which choices of partial solutions admit such interpretations. For example, rather than taking the full IIB section, one might be tempted to consider setting only ∂mα = 0 to give rise to a constrained theory with some residual section condition. However, there is no reason to expect that such arbitrary choices will lead to recognisable ExFTs. A full classification would likely be based on considering subgroups ofĜ which have representations that are consistent with the branching of the parent ExFT's representations under that reduction (whether it be a circle/torus reduction or more general ansatzes). However, it is hopefully clear that the much more involved section conditions of larger EFTs may house more derivative EFTs than one might initially expect.
Rewriting the B-F Term in E 8(8) EFT
Despite the similarity in the way that the EFTs are constructed, even a cursory look reveals that the details of the theories differ wildly by dimension. Focusing on the d = 3 and d = 4 EFTs, we have already outlined the novel features of the E 8 (8) coordinates, generalised Lie derivative and generalised metric but its differences from E 7 (7) EFT extends to the action as well. The former possesses the signature vector-scalar duality of d = 3 theories and a full Lagrangian description whilst the vector-vector duality of the latter is demoted to an extra condition on a pseudo-action as a twisted self-duality constraint on the generalised fieldstrength Fµν M . Additionally, the Chern-Simons term of E 8(8) EFT must somehow source part of the topological and Yang-Mills terms of E 7 (7) EFT (since these are where the gauge sectors are encoded in the respective theories), but the identification is far from obvious.
In this section, we study how a subset of the terms in the E 8(8) EFT Lagrangian density rearrange themselves into the terms found in the E 7 (7) EFT Lagrangian density. The full identification of the reduction will also involve a careful study of the topological terms in the two theories but this is complicated by the fact that one can add and remove terms that vanish under section condition (including terms that involve covariantly constrained objects) to both theories. Such topological terms may also involve boundary terms of the type described in [55] and are well beyond the scope of this paper.
Before we proceed, we first make a list of the pieces of the E 7 (7) fields that need to be identified from amongst the E 8(8) fields. The external coordinates of E 7 (7) EFT are given by µ = (μ, 4) whereμ = 1, 2, 3 are the external coordinates of the E 8 (8) EFT and the direction 4 is to be identified from the internal coordinates in E 8 (8) . The E 7 (7) EFT gauge fields are {Aµ M , BµνM , Bµνα} where M and α index the 56 coordinate-and 133 adjoint-representations of E 7 (7) EFT respectively. They decompose under this 3 + 1 splitting to components of the form
Some of these have an obvious E 8(8) origin as follows:
which are sourced from the E 8(8) generalised gauge fields, decomposed under E 7 (7) , asÂμM = (Âμ M , . . .) andBμM = (Bμ M ,Bμ α , . . .). We are thus left with three components which we have yet to determine the E 8(8) origins of and we denote them asΦ to differentiate them from the other fields:
We have used ellipses to denote corrections to the naïve identification. Similarly, the E 7(7) generalised field strength of A decomposes under the KK splitting into the components
The upper components have an obvious origin in the E 8(8) analogueFμνM = (Fμν M , . . .) such that (note we have already shown the generalised Lie derivative already reduces correctly)
The unidentified piece Fμ 4 M is given in terms of E 7 (7) variables as
where ((·, ·)) is the symmetric part of the generalised Lie derivative and Dµ := ∂µ − LA µ is the Liecovariantised derivative. We rewrite this in terms of the E 8 (8) variables that we identified above, giving
and so the components of the E 7 (7) field strength are given in terms of E 8(8) fields as
Note, in particular, thatbμ • is still given in terms of a mixture of E 8 (8) objects (ÂμM ,ΦM ) and E 7 (7) objects (Bμ4 • ). This is due to the fact that are not identifying the E 8(8)Bμ field as theμ-4 component of the E 7 (7) Bµν directly, as we indicated by ellipses previously. We shall clear up the relation between all these fields below.
Our starting point is the sum of the kinetic term for the scalar sector and theB-F contribution to the Chern-Simons term of E 8(8) EFT (as before, we adorn all objects and indices in d = 3 with hats). The kinetic term can be written in terms of the scalar current, 15) and the uncovariantised field strengthF may be improved to the fully covariantised field strengthF since the two differ only by terms that vanish under the section condition. Our starting point is the Lagrangian
where the ellipses represent terms that are independent ofB-field and so it is sufficient to vary (5.17) to obtain theB-field equations of motion. In doing so, we use the fact that the scalar current is given explicitly bŷ The final ingredient that we need to proceed is to note that, in analogy with the left-invariant currents in σ-models, we may write 13μM =DμχM , (5.22) 13 One way to see this is to start with the Bianchi identity for F :
whereĈM is a covariantly constrained object. We implement this by a Lagrange multiplier +2Dμ êμM χN , whereχN is covariantly constrained. Varying (5.20) with respect toμM yields that it can be written as the total derivative ofχN (actually this requires more care since the variation of is not unconstrained but rather given in terms of the variations ofÂ andB and so, strictly speaking, we may need some projectors to act on an unconstrainedχ).
for some covariantly constrainedχM (a scalar on the external space). We now return to (5.20) and split it into 3 terms so that we can proceed to identify the necessary pieces needed for the E 7(7) theory: L kin. +LCS = aêĝμνμMνM + bêĝμνμMνM + cêĝμνμMνM + . . . , (5.23) subject to a + b + c = 3 4 . The first term, we rewrite back in terms of the scalarsDMDM −1 as
where we have expanded the E 8 (8) coordinates under the E 7(7) decomposition (4.49) and restricted to the E 7 (7) coordinates (the SL(2) index fixed to a = 1). We have also used the fact that the principal contribution to the M 1-N 1 component of the generalised metric should be the E 7 (7) generalised metriĉ MM1N1 = MMN + . . .. If we assume that the fourth direction is a (generalised) isometry of the fields, which we can describe by 14 Strictly speaking, we should rescale the structure constants by √ 60, relative to (4.53), since we have reverted to the conventions of [5] for this section. However, we shall demonstrate later that we do not need to worry about the precise scaling (at least at the classical level).
where we have replacedF → F in the second line. Then, for judicious choices of b and c, the term in parentheses is of the form of The last two equations then give the precise form of the E 7 (7) components in terms of E 8 (8) fields that we previously denoted by ellipses in (5.2). After the above manipulations, we are then left witĥ We are now very close to the desired result. The final piece of the puzzle is to use the E 7(7) twisted self-duality constraint for Fµν M :
where M M N = M M P ΩP N . With this final ingredient we may rewrite the second term as the Yang-Mills term in the E 7 (7) pseudo-action 15 :
Equivalently, the equations of motion of E 8 (8) EFT reduces (for appropriate choices of the coefficients a, b and c) to the on-shell equations of motion of E 7 (7) EFT. Note that, since we started with (part of) the topological term in E 8 (8) , the ellipsis will include terms that enter into the topological term in E 7 (7) . We make one final remark regarding the relative scaling coefficients a, b and c which were constrained to satisfy a + b + c = 3 4 . We actually have an additional freedom in rescalingχM , which affects b in (5.32), and so we can always find a, b and c such that the reduction of the terms to those in the E 7 (7) Lagrangian is exact.
We stress that the recombination of terms to produce the required scalar kinetic terms and Yang-Mills term for the E 7 (7) theory is highly non-trivial. It rests on:
• the equations of motion of theB field in the E 8(8) EFT giving the d = 3 vector-scalar relation (5.19);
• the twisted self-duality relation of the E 7 (7) vector fields (5.37);
• and the isometry condition (5.25) .
Finally let us comment that getting from theBF term to a Yang-Mills term by spontaneously breaking the symmetry and integrating out a field is very similar to the Mukhi-Papageorgakis mechanism in Bagger-Lambert theory [23] . There the Chern-Simons scalar theory was turned into a Yang-Mills theory using the equations of motion from integrating out one of the vector fields after one of the scalars is given a constant vacuum expectation value. The situation is similar here where theB-field is integrated out after the E 8 (8) symmetry is broken to E 7 (7) .
Discussion
In this paper we have considered some of the aspects of reductions between ExFTs, with a particular focus on EFT-to-EFT reductions. We began with explicit examples of the dimensional reduction of the generalised metric in ExFTs. For the SL(5) generalised metric, we described how both the SL(3) × SL (2) and O(3, 3) generalised metrics could be obtained by a Kaluza-Klein reduction by different identifications of the section. In doing so, we suggested a generalised Kaluza-Klein ansatz that both the DFT and SL(5) EFT generalised metrics respected and argued that both the conventional Kaluza-Klein ansatz and the ansatz of [20] could be understood as a special case of this generalised Kaluza-Klein reduction for which certain components of the Y -tensor vanish.
We outlined some of the difficulties faced when trying to reduce the generalised metrics of larger EFTs. These include the appearance of more on-shell degrees of freedom (the C (6) entering in E 6(6) EFT and above and the dual graviton appearing in E 8(8) EFT) as well as the increase in the number of blocks that appear in the generalised metric. These suggest that the generalised KK ansatz may not be the whole story.
We then considered the reduction of the section condition for E 8(8) and SL(5) EFTs. The former emphasised the fact that we require a consistent set of conventions between the parent and child theories. We showed explicitly that, amongst other things, the projector onto the adjoint does not reduce exactly (rather acquiring a δδ term) but that the Y -tensor does and gave the interpretation that the effective weight remains unchanged between theories, even if though universal weight of the two theories differ. The reduction of the SL(5) section condition showed how the section conditions of smaller ExFTs can be obtained from the parent EFT as partial solutions to the section condition. In both instances, we raised the prospect of some rather intriguing phenomena. For the E 8(8) → E 7 (7) reduction, we suggested that the (56, 2) within the 248 could allow for the section conditions to be solved independently on different local patches in such a way that they require the residual SL(2) symmetry to patch together correctly. For the SL(5) case, we instead suggested that taking partial solutions into consideration may allow for more ExFT reductions than one may have initially expected.
In the final section, we described how one of the topological terms of E 8 (8) EFT is better understood as a BF term that, taken together with the kinetic term for the scalar sector, reproduces the kinetic and Yang-Mills term of E 7 (7) EFT (more precisely, the equations of motion that we obtain from this rewriting agree with the on-shell equations of motion of E 7(7) EFT) upon employing vector-scalar duality and the twisted self-duality condition.
There is still plenty left to explore in terms of reductions between ExFTs. The most conspicuous omission in the present paper is the reduction of the full tensor hierarchy; it is a non-trivial problem to determine how the on-shell degrees of freedom need to be reshuffled into tensors of the lower-dimensional EFT to reconstruct its tensor hierarchy. On a related note, the reduction of the topological terms in each theory remains to be studied.
Obvious extensions to the ideas presented here would be to consider reductions of EFTs on more general spaces [58] or even the Scherk-Schwarz reductions of EFTs [17] . It would also be interesting to construct explicit solutions using the KK type gauge fields in the reduction along the lines of [59] . The reductions described here might also be useful in relating different non-Riemannian solutions of EFT and DFT following [30] and [60] [61] [62] .
